Who is the puzzle maker within the St. Louis Youth Soccer Association? Katie Dennis.
Katie Dennis began with St. Louis Youth Soccer Association back in 2013 as the League
Scheduler with 580 teams now a few short years later the league has grown to well over
1000 teams as a dual state sanctioned league. Katie spear heads the bracketing
committee meetings twice a year with a committee as well as assists at director
meetings when needed. Katie has been part of the team effort in making the league
continue to grow on the Eastern side of Missouri. Puzzles can be tough with all the
pieces fitting just right. With 580, 888 or over 1000 pieces Katie makes it happen every
day as the league has grown every season to date.
Katie Dennis has been in the soccer community most of her life from as basic as
recreational soccer to managing teams, budgeting teams on to club level administration
and to the league side of the game. Katie has done multiple years of tournament work
within a club and used the multiple systems the state has put in place from Sports
Engine to Gotsoccer to Affinity. Katie knows very well the different levels of the game
along with what all is entailed in making the game of soccer happen in the State of
Missouri. Registration being another puzzle to build teams and team registrations to
the league Katie handles all aspects for players, coaches and teams playing. Katie has
followed through and kept up on all of the US Soccer Requirements from the CDC Heads
Up, SafeSport, coaching requirements and the Grassroots coursework.
Katie not only is on the office side of the soccer community she is also a coach with a
National F License, a wife, daughter and sister to Missouri coaches as well as a mother
to a player within the state going through the matrix.

